
Step 1: Give yourself a guide

This box will only fit if you lay out 
the dieline long ways on the cor-
rugate sheet. Lay it flat and draw 
a line down the center (mine was 
15” from both sides). 

Building around this centerline 
will help ensure that you have 
space for the side panels and 
flaps. 

My ruler is only 18” long, so I had 
to do it in a few steps to get the 
line to extend all the way.

halfway this way 
if you have the 
tri-fold



Step 2: Plot out all of your core 
horizontal lines.

Starting at the bottom of the 
dieline and corrugate sheet, I 
measured out where all of my 
main horizontal lines would hit 
(bold black below) and drew a 
rulers-length of each, keeping it 
close to the center of the sheet.

I don’t have a triangle to help with 
right angles, so I measure 2 points 
to ensure my ruler is straight.

This line = the edge of 
the corrugate



Step 3: Plot out all your central 
vertical lines

Now, I use the center line as my 
center, and measure the width 
of each main section (bold black 
below) and draw my vertical 
lines. Now I have the core parts 
all measured out!

Connect these vertical 
lines with a freehand 
angle.



Step 4: Plot the side panels and 
flaps

Now it’s easier to build outward 
from the core box, adding your side 
panels and flaps. I usually do one 
whole side first.

I use marker hatches over scrap area 
to help me know where to cut if I 
draw a couple lines in the same area.

Unmeasured angles are 
fine here. These flaps 
need to be tapered for 
fit, but are hidden in 
final construction so 
don’t need to be exact.

The slight dimensional 
differences of these 
panels are important 
to account for material 
thickness when we fold.



Details: Certain flaps are rounded 
for fit, but don’t need to be 
perfect.

The radius and exact taper of these 
parts can be eyeballed and refined 
after the box is constructed.

Most importantly, the start of the 
angle needs to be offset from the 
corner (figure A)

The tuck flap (and transition area in 
figure B) can also be free-handed to 
look like the dieline.

Figure A:
The starts of this 
flap are offset from 
the actual corners 
by about 1/8”

Figure A

Figure B

Figure B:
This transitional area  
can be freehanded, 
as can the little tuck 
flap itself.

1/8”



Step 5: Repeat on other side (if 
you didn’t already)

Same thing, different side.

Now you have a complete dieline! 
It should look something like this 
image here>>



Step 6: Cut it out.

I use an xacto knife for all the 
straight lines.

For radii, I cut the basic shape with 
an xacto and then come back and 
round them with scissors (figure C)

This is also the time to cut out your 
slots that will hold the box together 
(figure D)

Figure C:
Cut it out as a 
boxy shape first 
with an xacto, 
then contour 
with scissors

Figure D:
Cut these 
shapes 
completely out.



Step 7: Scoring

For this, you need an xacto or other 
type of blade (box cutter, etc). 

For all of the VERTICAL score lines, 
you will need to score them as 
shown, through the first layer and 
corrugation so that only the outer 
layer remains. 

The horizontal score lines should 
be parallel to the direction of the 
corrugation, so they won’t need 
knife scoring.

***If you have the tri-fold, double 
check the direction of the 
corrugate. Scoring is necessary 
for all scorelines that are 
perpendicular to the corrugate 
direction.



Step 8: Pattern!

Before you fold it up, draw a pattern 
on the same side of your box that 
you drew the dieline onto. 

I like to do this after cutting so that 
I don’t get confused or distracted 
while cutting and scoring.



Step 9: Fold

Fold up your box. The front flaps 
will tuck into the sides, and the 
notches will slot into the holes you 
cut in the middle of the corrugate.

Notice how the entire pattern ends 
up on the inside of the box. That’s a 
one-sided print!



Step 10: Photos & Submit

Take a photo of your box open 
and closed. Submit to the dropbox 
folder:

5140 Dropbox:
https://www.dropbox.
com/request/
Xv37vNZxDQbK2NLI0fd7

5142 Dropbox:
https://www.dropbox.
com/request/
KAFimhO3aONNQ4Ks0z0A

https://www.dropbox.com/request/Xv37vNZxDQbK2NLI0fd7
https://www.dropbox.com/request/Xv37vNZxDQbK2NLI0fd7
https://www.dropbox.com/request/Xv37vNZxDQbK2NLI0fd7
https://www.dropbox.com/request/KAFimhO3aONNQ4Ks0z0A
https://www.dropbox.com/request/KAFimhO3aONNQ4Ks0z0A
https://www.dropbox.com/request/KAFimhO3aONNQ4Ks0z0A

